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karaksa hotel TOKYO STATION to Open on Monday, July 8  

– Second karaksa hotel in Tokyo, 5-min. walk from JR Tokyo Station – 

 

Tokyo, Japan, July 5, 2019 – KARAKSA HOTELS Corporation, the manager and operator of minimalist hotels 

designed especially for leisure travelers visiting Japan, announced today that it will open karaksa hotel TOKYO 

STATION on Monday, July 8, 2019. This will be KARAKSA HOTELS’ second location in Tokyo, following 

karaksa hotel premier Tokyo Ginza, and the seventh hotel managed by the corporation in Japan, including 

other properties in Japan’s Kansai and Hokkaido regions.  

 

The karaksa hotel TOKYO STATION (1-5-3 Yaesu, Chuo-ku, Tokyo) is just a five-minute walk from Tokyo Station, 

the hub of eastern Japan’s extensive network of rail lines, including high-speed bullet trains. With bus terminals 

also close by, the hotel is the perfect launching point for exploring Japan. The hotel also is within easy walking 

distance of the stately Imperial Palace, home of Japan’s emperor, historic Nihombashi with many centuries-old 

shops, and much more.  

 

Guests have been booking reservations at the hotel since August last year. Also, beginning this past February, 

karaksa hotel TOKYO STATION has been offering a Special Grand Opening Plan that includes exclusive 

Japanese folding fans for all reservations made via the official website up to six months after opening. 

 

 

The hotel boasts a versatile range of six room types: 1 Standard Double room, 10 Hollywood Twin rooms, 43 

Standard Twin rooms, 84 Standard Twin with Sofa Bed rooms, 10 Superior Twin with Extra Bed rooms and 3 

Japanese Family rooms. Of these, 40 rooms offer a connecting-room option to allow up to 6 guests to share 

two rooms. Japanese Family rooms accommodate up to 4 or 6 guests. 
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The café on the first floor serves a variety of bread, hot soup, fresh coffee and soft drinks for breakfast 

(500yen/person). In addition to free Wi-Fi connection throughout the hotel, all rooms are equipped with a 

smartphone for free calls within Japan and to six select countries abroad. In addition to multilingual staff, the 

hotel has a video-call system that connects directly to professional interpreters to fully meet the needs of karaksa 

hotels’ increasing international clientele.  

 

 

For more information, please visit karaksahotels.com/tokyostation 

 

About karaksa hotels 

Having opened its first properties in March 2016, karaksa hotels offers accommodation located in major 

sightseeing locations or near international airports designed specifically for tourists. Average room sizes exceed 

20 ㎡, with a significant number of connecting rooms ideal for families and groups. The hotels provide a wealth 

of features and services including free Wi-Fi throughout and rooms with separated showers, washbasin areas 

and restrooms. For more details, visit karaksahotels.com. 
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